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N September 2016, the British Horseracing Authority

(BHA) announced changes to the scale of Weight For

Age (WFA). Since the date of those changes has now

allowed some data to accumulate, let’s review the

early returns, plus some of the interesting implications

associated with them.

The concept of WFA was devised by Admiral Rous, a

handicapper with the Jockey Club in the 1860s. The idea

was to negate the advantage of maturity enjoyed by older

horses by means of awarding a weight allowance to three-

year-olds and four-year-olds in the first half of the season. 

The scale had received only a few tweaks in the 150 years

since, but data from 8,000 handicaps presented by the BHA

strongly suggested that the allowance had become too

generous in certain circumstances. In all-aged handicaps,

three-year-olds win at a much higher rate than older horses –

even those who are similarly unexposed.

You can read the BHA’s analysis of the situation at

https://www.britishhorseracing.com/wp-

content/uploads/2016/09/DATA-PACK-WFA-Scale-22-09-1

6.pdf. Having carried it out, it behoved them to act, though

this could only be done with the cooperation of various other

racing authorities.

According to the statistics, the advantage enjoyed by

three-year-olds was greatest in longer-distance races in the

second half of the year. The record of runners in handicaps

between July and December at 13 furlongs or more during

the period 2013-2016 containing at least one three-year-old

and at least one older runner is shown in Table 1:

The columns of this table are:

W, R, SR: Winners, Runners and Strike Rate

IV: Impact Value – the ratio of Strike Rate to average

Strike Rate, given the size of the field

PRB: Percentage of Rivals Beaten – a metric used in

the BHA report

The statistics do not allow us to say that the WFA

allowance alone is causing the difference in performance

seen across the age range. Many three-year-olds are less

exposed than older horses and it may be that trainers tend to

target all-aged races with three-year-olds particularly when

they feel an outstanding opportunity has arisen. 

In other words, there may be selection bias at work, so the

BHA’s caution in making only small changes is wise; better

to be cautious now and make additional changes, if justified,

upon further review. 

However, what may be concluded is that nothing like fair

competition between the ages is taking place. The data in the

table shows that three-year-olds won all-aged handicaps at a

rate 1.60 times that of random chance.

As a result, a pound was deducted from allowances

received at 10f – 12f, 2lb at 13f – 2m and 3lb at distances in

excess of this. These changes kicked in during the second

half of last year, meaning we have seven months of data

(July – December 2017 plus July 2018) under the new

reduced allowance scheme. These are summarised in Table

2:

The columns of this table are the same as Table 1

Under the new WFA regime, under which allowances at

13f+ have been reduced by either 2lb or 3lb, the SR of three-

year-olds against older horses has fallen from 18.1% to

15.1%, the IV from 1.60 to 1.38 and the PRB from 57.5% to

57%. But these are early days and the sample size is small,

so how confident can we be that this is down to chance

alone?

Statistics allow us to test the probability of the so-called

null hypothesis that the SR of three-year-olds before and

after the WFA changes is no different. The probability of

observing the new record of 47 winners from 311 runners –

if the SR of 18.1% is still the same - is 0.151. In other

words, there is a 15% chance that the success-rate of three-
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Table 1: All-aged handicaps at 13f+ in Britain
in 2013-2016, Jul-Dec

Age W R SR IV PRB

3 171 945 18.1 1.60 57.5

4 99 990 10.0 0.96 48.1

5 47 630 7.5 0.74 50.1

6 33 496 6.7 0.66 49.2

7 30 375 8.0 0.78 44.6

8 16 233 6.9 0.63 46.9

9 10 128 7.8 0.78 43.2

10+ 8 124 6.4 0.61 40.1

Table 2: All-aged handicaps at 13f+ in Britain 
Jul-Dec 2017 and July 2018

Age W R SR IV PRB

3 47 311 15.1 1.38 57.0

4 24 284 8.5 0.82 48.6

5 21 172 12.2 1.14 50.7

6 13 141 9.2 0.92 46.7

7 9 115 7.8 0.77 46.6

8 5 70 7.1 0.67 44.4

9 2 41 4.9 0.45 50.0

10+ 1 21 5.2 0.56 34.4
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the weight-for-age scale

year-olds hasn’t really changed.

This is a strong indication that the changes have probably

had some effect in lowering the success rate of three-year-

olds, but it is too soon to be sure. 

Real-life examples of the principles of Weight For Age

Because so much important Flat racing takes place between

horses less than fully mature, understanding WFA is

fundamental to understanding racehorse merit itself. When

two-year-olds and three-year-olds compete against each

other, it is their status relative to average precocity that is

being tested by a race. 

For the most part, immature horses register times

significantly slower than they can do from the middle of

their four-year-old season onwards, so even races such as the

2,000 Guineas and Derby are still a test of precocity. We

know this because the winners of these races often fail to

beat older horses later in the season, even when in receipt of

a WFA allowance.

To cement this idea, consider the sequence of Racing Post

Ratings achieved by Mark’s highly promising three-year-

old Making Miracles:

45 – 59 – 72 – 79 – 76 – 86 – 94 – 98 – 89 – 103 

The figures in red are those achieved by Making Miracles

as a two-year-old, while those in blue are those as a three-

year-old. Now, it is easy to see that this gelding has made

strong improvements, some because of an increase in the

distance of his races which clearly suits him. 

But, think of what this range of figures implies when set

against the WFA scale. Making Miracles was likely behind

the rate of normal physical development as a juvenile, and

now this must be less the case. But, unless Making Miracles

has made abnormally sharp improvement, it is likely that he

can still get better. Horses with his profile do better than

others who haven’t made the same progress up the scale

because their earlier efforts anchor their maturity. In other

words, if all we knew of Making Miracles was his last few

runs, we could not be so confident of his upward trajectory.

Another example is Mark’s Communique. Look at his

array of figures:

74 – 86 – 75 – 89 – 97 – 83 – 85 – 102

Or consider those of the yard’s Baghdad which led me to

name him my #1 Horse To Follow before the season:

64 – 47 – 73 – 83 – 82 – 95 – 101

Over the years, Mark has trained an absolute ton of these

horses, winning a raft of middle-distance and staying races

at venues such as Royal Ascot, Glorious Goodwood and

York. And this isn’t a coincidence. 

At least two factors are in play:

It may be easier to buy horses who get better with

age because there is a bias towards precocity in the

sales price of a horse. Some of this is rational –

returns of precocious types are more immediate – but

some of it is simply down to fashion. 

Mark makes a rational assessment of pedigrees when

selecting horses, favouring those with reliable

indicators of merit close up in their families. 

If these factors are coupled – an ability to look past the

obvious, the immediate, while still being able to project

latent merit - it makes sense that the yard should be

associated with more than the average number of horses

such as Making Miracles, Communique and Baghdad.

And the key to finding horses among Mark’s string is to

look for those who are exceeding some earlier, baseline

figure. Every rating earned by a developing horse must be

thought of relative to the WFA scale. And even those three-

year-olds of average precocity have an advantage when

taking on older horses over staying trips.
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